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The quantum anomalous Hall effect was őrst observed experimentally by doping Bi2Se3 materials
family by chromium, where 5% doping induces an exchange őeld of around 0.1 eV. In ultra-thin
őlms, a topological phase transition from normal insulator to a Chern insulator can be induced
with an exchange őeld proportional to the hybridization gap. Subsequent transitions to states with
higher Chern numbers require exchange őeld larger than the (bulk) band gap, but are prohibited in
practice by detrimental effects of higher doping levels. Here we show that threshold doping for these
phase transitions in thin őlms is controllable by strain. As a consequence, higher Chern states can
be reached with experimentally feasible doping, sufficiently dilute for the topological insulator to
remain structurally stable. Such facilitated realization of higher Chern insulators opens prospects
for multi-channel quantum computing, higher-capacity circuit interconnects, and energy-efficient
electronic devices at elevated temperatures.

Following the discovery of topological insulators (TIs),
the potential of these materials as a platform for the ex-
ploration of novel quantum phenomena, such as topolog-
ical superconductivity, quantum anomalous Hall (QAH)
insulators, and spintronic capabilities, was extensively
examined [1]. The best known 3D TI is Bi2Se3, with
a bulk gap of 0.29 eV and a rhombohedral layered struc-
ture (with structural c

a
ratio of 6.921), in which each unit-

cell contains őve atomic layers [referred to as a quintu-
ple layer (QL)] with covalent intralayer interactions and
van der Waals interlayer interactions [2ś7]. Bi2Se3 has
been subject to very many investigations to date, and
is considered a candidate for viable technological appli-
cations. One should note however that developing de-
vices using TIs is more challenging than using typical
semiconductors. The three challenges of the presence
and protection of surface states, bulk being insulating,
and the controllability of these surface states, all must
be considered simultaneously while constructing TI de-
vices [8, 9]. Given these challenges, the development of
thin-őlm TIs has attracted more attention due to the
facilitated control of TI characteristics. Topological sur-
face states are primarily regulated by gating, proximity
effect, and size-quantization effects [1], while TI char-
acteristics can be controlled, for example, by selecting
a suitable substrate. Overlap between top and bottom
surface states in thin materials enables quantum tun-
neling between these states and induces a hybridization
gap [10, 11]. The hybridization gap closes as the thickness
of the material is increased, forming a Dirac cone [12, 13].
Thin-őlm Bi2Se3 can be accurately grown, QL-by-QL,
using molecular beam epitaxy [13].

QAH effect occurs when the time-reversal symmetry
(TRS) is broken by an exchange őeld, such as magne-
tization, in the absence of a magnetic őeld, and Hall
conductance becomes σxy = C e2

h
where the invariant

C is the Chern number [14ś16]. Because of the unique

topological properties of these states, efforts have been
made to introduce materials and conditions in which the
QAH effect may be observed, in systems such as Rashba-
graphene coupled with exchange őeld [16], optical lat-
tice model [17], Anderson insulator [18], and magnetic
TIs [15]. The topological band structure of TIs with
strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was later revealed to
be an ideal platform for researching QAH states, partic-
ularly when doped with Cr or Fe [19]. However, identi-
fying QAH states in magnetic TI őlms experimentally is
challenging and requires special conditions such as long-
range ferromagnetic order and controllable őlm thickness
- because the dissipative conduction electrons must be
localized, the exchange őeld must be larger than the hy-
bridization gap, and the Fermi energy must be within
the gap [20, 21]. In addition, the easy magnetization
axis should be perpendicular to the őlm plane, and mag-
netic impurities aligned accordingly [22ś24]. Despite
these many demands, QAH states were successfully ob-
served in Cr- and V-doped (BixSb1−x)2Te3 [25, 26], with
x = 0.1 − 0.3. Rare-earth element doping of TIs, such
as by Eu [27], is also of major interest due to the larger
magnetic moment and gap compared to doping by tran-
sition metal elements [28]. Of course, only dilute doping
is permitted since the Fermi energy is placed inside the
gap, whereas at high concentrations, SOC is attenuated,
resulting in the loss of surface states in TI [29]. Alterna-
tively, one can explore QAH states in TIs proximitized
to magnetic insulators, which also breaks the TRS and
induces magnetization. In either case, for ultra-thin őlm
the Hall conductance is initially zero, but as the magneti-
zation rises beyond a critical value that is proportional to
the hybridization gap, the Chern number becomes one,
signifying the topological phase transition to a Chern in-
sulator.

The Chern number is computed as the integral of the
Berry curvature on the őrst Brillouin zone, and deter-
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mines the number of chiral edge channels in the sam-
ple [30]. In recent years, the attention of the community
has turned to systems with Chern number higher than 1,
enabling larger number of topological Fermi-arc surface
states [31], larger number of Landau levels involved in
magnetotransport [32], larger magnitude of photocurrent
in the photogalvanic effect [33], and multimode photonic
waveguides [34]. Contact resistance between electrodes
and chiral channels is restricted to h/e2 in insulators
with C = 1, and having insulators with C > 1 allevi-
ates this constriction and reduces the resistance [35, 36].
Furthermore, as C > 1 increases the effective breakdown
current, the practical application of these insulators in
QAH devices becomes more feasible [36, 37].

High Chern number should be seemingly achievable
in thin-őlm TIs by increasing the exchange őeld related
to magnetic dopants [15]. However, there are practical
constraints to doping magnetic atoms into the system,
since increased doping can shift the Fermi energy out-
side the bulk band gap or cause disorder that harms
the material structure and increases scattering [21]. It
is therefore unlikely to reach high Chern states experi-
mentally in this manner, since required doping levels are
high. In this Letter, we demonstrate that it is indeed
possible to achieve high Chern states at sufficiently low
concentration of magnetic dopants, if TI properties are
tailored using strain. We detail the Chern phase dia-
gram for magnetically-doped Bi2Se3 őlm as a function of
its thickness, doping magnetization, and applied strain,
and discuss the effect of doping distribution on the found
topological transitions, all to facilitate the experimental
realization of the high-Chern states in this system.

As mentioned, we will consider a magnetically-doped
Bi2Se3 őlm of thickness expressed as a number of quin-
tuple layers NQL. Each site is considered as a lattice site
with four states {|P1 ↑⟩, |P2 ↑⟩,|P1 ↓⟩,|P2 ↓⟩}, where P1
and P2 denote the orbitals and ↑↓ the spin. One usu-
ally considers dilute magnetic impurities and deőnes their
concentration as nimp = (Nimp/N), in which Nimp im-
purities are randomly distributed over N lattice sites and
should build special quasi-random structures. Since the
size of all magnetic impurities is the same in our consid-
eration, as is the orientation of their magnetic moments,
we add the effect of magnetic impurities to the Hamilto-
nian solely via the exchange őeld [38]. For example, 5%
Cr doping of Bi2Se3 (Crx(Bi2Se3)1−x) in experiment cor-
responds to an exchange őeld of around 0.1 eV [19] [39].
Magnetic dopants in TIs can substitute only the metal
atoms[40] or be dispersed across all lattice sites [41, 42],
and we consider the latter scenario. The effective real-
space tight-binding Hamiltonian for magnetically-doped
Bi2Se3 is deőned as follows [43, 44]:

H = Σic
†
iEci +Σi,α(c

†
iTαci+α + h.c.) + Σic

†
iMci, (1)

where the last term describes magnetic doping (such as
Cr, Fe, Ti, or V), with the resulting exchange őeld de-

noted by M . In the preceding terms in Eq. (1), E and Tα

are 4 × 4 matrices for onsite energy and hopping parame-
ters between unit cells, respectively. The hopping param-
eters were determined by comparing the band structure
of the effective Hamiltonian to the DFT data [45] near
the Γ point [24].

In thin őlms, strain is known to strongly affect the sur-
face states in Bi2Se3 [46, 47], as experimentally observed
near the grain boundaries [48], or in the vicinity of sub-
stitution sites with heavier atoms (such as Te), hence it
presents an effective method for engineering band gap
and tuning Dirac states. One should note that apply-
ing a uniform in-plane biaxial strain in the Bi2Se3 fam-
ily of materials is rather challenging experimentally. As
these are layered van der Waals materials, when thin
őlms are grown on a substrate with a lattice mismatch,
the lattice constant in the layers adjacent to the inter-
face immediately relaxes to the bulk value, and no ap-
parent strain arises [49]. Assuming that these practical
challenges can be overcome, in what follows we will con-
sider uniform strain of magnetically-doped Bi2Se3 őlms,
both vertical uniaxial and in-plane biaxial one, deőned
as ε⊥ = (c− c0)/c0 and ε∥ = (a− a0)/a0 respectively,
where a0 = 4.138 Å and c0= 28.64 Å are lattice con-
stants for unstrained Bi2Se3. The two strains are linked
through the Poisson ratio ν = ε⊥

ε⊥−2ε∥
[50], which is 0.29

for Bi2Se3[51]. If uα is the displacement of the lattice
point along the xβ axis, the strain tensor is expressed
as εα,β = ∂uα

∂xβ
,(uα = ux,uy,uz, xβ = x,y, z). Based on

the symmetries of the Bi2Se3 structure, the strain Hamil-
tonian becomes [52, 53]

Hstrain = (D1ε⊥ +D2ε∥)σz ⊗ σ0

+ (D21ε⊥ +D22ε∥)σx ⊗ σx + i(D21ε⊥ +D22ε∥)σx ⊗ σy

+ (D11ε⊥ +D12ε∥)σx ⊗ σz. (2)

Parameters D1 and D2 and the Poisson ratio determine
the hybridization gap and the bulk gap of the TI based
on the symmetry group, and the values for these param-
eters are extracted from Refs. [46, 53] and available DFT
data as D1= -2.635 eV, D2= 2.141 eV. The remaining
parameters D21 = 1.0 eV, D22 = -0.8 eV, D11= 1.25 eV,
and D12= -1.0 eV we approximated using the Harrison
rule [54].

The system is investigated in two regimes: (i) the ultra-
thin őlm, having a hybridization gap, and (ii) the thin-
őlm regime, without any hybridization gap. By decreas-
ing the thickness of the TI to a few nanometers, the sur-
face states on the top and bottom surfaces overlap and
hybridize by quantum tunneling, causing the hybridiza-
tion gap to open in the surface states. For 2-6 QL thick-
nesses, the hybridization gap in our model is 110, 70, 45,
25, and 10 meV, respectively [44]. The molecular beam
epitaxy can be used to precisely regulate the őlm’s thick-
ness, and the dependence of QAH states on őlm thickness
could be experimentally investigated [55]. In the ultra-
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FIG. 1. Phase transition from a normal insulator to a Chern
insulator in a magnetically-doped ultra-thin őlm of Bi2Se3
(NQL = 4). Exchange őeld as a function of (a) out-of-plane
strain, and (b) biaxial in-plane strain. In either case all lat-
tice constants are adjusted according to the Poisson ratio of
Bi2Se3.

thin őlm regime, an exchange magnetization greater than
the hybridization gap induces a transition from normal
insulator (C = 0) to a Chern insulator (C = 1). In this
regime, applying a tensile uniaxial strain in the out-of-
plane (z) direction causes the hybridization gap to grow.
Conversely, when a compressive vertical strain is applied,
the hybridization gap decreases and őnally closes. Being
connected through Poisson ratio, the behavior of the sys-
tem under strain applied in-plane mirror reŕects the be-
havior under applied vertical strain. As a result, shown
in Fig. 1 for the 4QL sample, one is able to control the
hybridization gap by applying strain to the system and
to regulate the phase transition from C = 0 to C = 1 for
different doping concentrations.

In the thin-őlm regime, a small magnetization leads to
the breaking of time-reversal symmetry and opens a gap
in the Dirac cone, bringing the system into the C = 1
phase [44]. For C>1 to be observed, the thickness of
the system must be sufficient to have no hybridization
gap, and the gap due to magnetization must be larger
than the bulk gap of the system. At every transition to
a state with higher Chern number, the bulk band gap
closes when the exchange őeld reaches the critical value,
the new chiral edge channel forms, and new bulk gap es-
tablishes [15]. The latter is then decreased again when
the exchange őeld is increased towards the next criti-
cal value for the Chern number to increase by 1. Given
that the rise in magnetization by doping is restricted by
structural stability of the host material, we opt to instead
reduce the bulk gap of the system by strain to achieve
the states with higher Chern number for moderate mag-
netization values. We note that the gaps in the surface-
state behave opposite to the bulk gap as a function of
strain [53]. As a result, we show in Fig. 2 for a őlm of

NQL = 12 that transition C = 0 to C = 1 is unaltered
by strain, but transition to a Chern number 2 becomes
possible with increasing magnetic doping - where thresh-
old magnetization for C = 1 to C = 2 transition can be
decreased to experimentally accessible values by apply-
ing appropriate strain to tune the bulk gap. One should
notice that in this case strain can be used to induce a
topological transition from a state with C = 1 to a state
with C > 1 (and vice versa), in a sample with őxed con-
centration of the dopants. Note that in the ultra-thin
őlm regime, applying strain to reduce the hybridization
gap causes the bulk gap to rise, making it impossible to
obtain states with high Chern numbers.

Our calculated threshold values of magnetization for
phase transitions to higher Chern number states are sum-
moned in Fig. 3, for őlms of thickness NQL = 2 − 16,
with and without strain [56]. Two regimes of behav-
ior are clearly seen, with ultra-thin one persisting for
NQL < 6, and the thin-őlm regime for NQL > 6. In
the ultra-thin regime, the adjustment of the hybridiza-
tion gap as described in Fig. 1 with strain is stronger

for thinner samples. The threshold magnetization for
the C = 0 → 1 phase transition decreases with thick-
ness, and is decreased by compressive out-of-plane strain
(i.e. tensile in-plane strain). In the thin-őlm regime, the
threshold magnetization for C = K → K + 1 transitions
to high-Chern number states also decreases with sample
thickness, but is further lowered by tensile out-of-plane
strain (i.e. compressive in-plane strain).

Note that in the transition region of thicknesses NQL =
6−8 both behaviors are simultaneously seen. For NQL >
13 the effect of strain no longer changes with the sam-
ple thickness, indicating bulk behavior. Notably, in this
regime the C = 2 state is reached with exchange magneti-
zation below 0.1 eV, an experimentally achievable value

FIG. 2. Phase transition from a Chern insulator with C =

1 to one with C > 1 in a magnetically-doped thin őlm of
Bi2Se3 (NQL = 12). Exchange őeld as function of (a) out-of-
plane strain, and (b) biaxial in-plane strain, at experimentally
acceptable doping values.
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FIG. 3. The Chern phase diagram as a function of the őlm
thickness, the magnetization due to doping, and the applied
strain. Shaded areas correspond to changing Chern numbers
in the unstrained case.

in a dilute magnetically-doped Bi2Se3 őlm [19, 57]. In
this regime, large Chern numbers C ≥ 4 may be achieved
with exchange őelds greater than 0.2 eV.

The above őndings can be conveniently validated
through transport measurements, readily used for iden-
tifying and characterizing TIs [1]. Therefore, to validate
the above őndings through expected quantum Hall ef-
fects, we calculate the conductance using the Landauer-
Büttiker formalism at zero temperature [58]:

G =
e2

h
tr[ΓL(E)GR(E) ΓR(E)GA(E)], (3)

where

ΓL(R) = i[ΣL(R)(E)− iΣ†
L(R)(E)], (4)

describes the coupling of the device to the leads L(R)
and can be expressed in terms of a self-energy ΣL(R).
GR(A)(E) is the retarded (advanced) Green’s function
deőned as:

GR(E) = [E −HD − ΣR
L(E)− ΣR

R(E)]−1,

GA(E) = [GR(E)]†. (5)

Here ΣL(R) can be considered as an effective Hamilto-
nian describing the lead-device interaction [59]. Fig. 4(a)
shows the calculated inŕuence of exchange őeld strength
on the Hall conductance for samples of various thick-
nesses, and fully corroborates the phase diagram shown
in Fig. 3. For example, M = 0.05 eV is smaller than
the threshold value of the C = 0 → 1 phase transition
for 2QL őlm, hence the conductance for NQL = 2 is zero

(corresponding to C = 0), but becomes e2/h for samples
thicker than 2QL. For samples with a thickness of 2-17
QL, C equals one when M = 0.1 eV, and conductance is
indeed constant. High Chern numbers can be observed
by increasing the exchange őeld value beyond the bulk
band gap, and our calculated quantized conductance fol-
lows accordingly. In Fig. 4(b) we show the calculated
Hall conductance for M = 0.1 eV, which is equivalent to
5% Cr-doping of Bi2Se3, in the presence of strain. As
a function of őlm thickness, we again conőrm that high
Chern numbers become reachable for reasonably large
tensile (compressive) out-of-plane (in-plane) strain - in
accordance with the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3.

Finally, we reiterate that introducing magnetic
dopants into a topological thin őlm poses unwanted chal-
lenges because they can cause a shift in Fermi energy
beyond the bulk bandgap or present a strong disordering
effect that leads to magnetic and nonmagnetic scattering.
If present as dopants, magnetic atoms can be localized
within the surface layers or dispersed deeper within the
TI bulk. Surface doping preserves the TI properties of the
bulk material. Note however that the surface states wave
functions of Bi2Se3 are not conőned to the őrst QL and
have a penetration depth of around 4QL [24]. Therefore,
to check the robustness of our őndings to the distribution
of the magnetic dopants in the TI őlm, we calculated the
Hall conductance for the dopants localized at surfaces
and for the same amount of dopants dispersed across the
őlm of thickness 12QL, as presented in Fig. 5. Next to
the weak deviation from the quantized value due to edge
effects in our calculations [44], we note that introduc-
ing magnetic moments to the bulk of the TI causes the
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FIG. 4. (a) The effect of magnetic dopants on Hall conduc-
tance (Gxy) as a function of őlm thickness and exchange őeld
strength. A phase transition to states with higher Chern num-
bers is found with increasing őlm thickness and exchange őeld
beyond a minimum of 0.29 eV. (b) The Hall conductance as
function of őlm thickness, for two values of tensile out-of-plane
strain, demonstrating that a high Chern number (C > 1) can
be achieved at a relatively low exchange őeld of M = 0.1 eV.
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FIG. 5. Effects of bulk and surface doping on Hall conduc-
tance for different magnetization for an unstrained sample
with thickness NQL = 12. The detrimental effects of bulk
doping on Hall conductance are enhanced by increasing the
exchange őeld of the magnetic dopants, but the Chern num-
ber remains unaltered compared to the surface doping case.

Hall conductance to deviate more from the exact quan-
tized value than for the magnetic moments only present
at the surface, due to the so-called detrimental bulk ef-
fect, readily observed as a function of thickness in [60].
Namely, magnetic dopants dispersed in bulk may scat-
ter and increase the localization of surface states, which
leads to an increase in Hall resistance (decrease in Hall
conductance). In either case however, the number of chi-
ral channels does not vary and the Chern number remains
preserved.

To conclude, the large magnetization required to pro-
duce QAH states is one of the main obstacles to realize
these states. We showed that using magnetic dopants
in combination with applied strain one can tune the hy-
bridization gap in a TI őlm and regulate the phase tran-
sition from trivial C = 0 to topological C = 1 state
in the ultra-thin-őlm regime. In the thin-őlm regime
the nontrivial topological state is reached already at
any low magnetization, but we demonstrated that strain
can serve to tailor the bulk gap in a way that transi-
tions to states with higher Chern numbers (C ≥ 2) be-
come feasible at experimentally achievable doping lev-
els. Our approach and conclusions are universal for the
Bi2Se3 family of materials (Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3) and
odd septuple layers of the MnBi2Se4 family (MnBi2Se4,
MnBi2Te4), which correspond to the symmetry group
No. 166, in all of which we thus expect high Chern num-
ber states to be accessible with strain at lower concentra-
tion values of magnetic doping. Our őndings thereby en-
able practical realization of QAH states with high Chern
number that are usually evasive, while their reduced re-
sistance is highly-sought after for applications in higher-
capacity circuit interconnects and energy-efficient elec-

tronic devices [21]. In addition, high-Chern QAH states
in magnetic TIs in heterostructures with superconduc-
tors are expected to host zero fermion modes - for use in
multi-channel quantum computation [61, 62].

This research was supported by the Research
Foundation-Flanders (FWO-Vlaanderen), the FWO-
FNRS EoS-ShapeME project, the Isfahan University of
Technology, and the Iran Science Elites Federation.
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